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ABSTRACT A data-driven generalization of the crossover model is proposed, characterizing the human
control of systems with both integer and fractional-order plant dynamics. The model is developed and
validated using data obtained from human subjects operating in compensatory and pursuit tracking tasks.
From the model, it is inferred that humans possess a limited but consistent capability to compensate
for fractional-order plant dynamics. Further, a review of potential sources of fractionality within such
man–machine systems suggests that visual perception, based on visual cues that contain memory, and
muscular dynamics are likely sources of fractional-order dynamics within humans themselves. Accordingly,
a possible mechanism for fractional-order compensation, operating between visual and muscular sub-
systems, is proposed. Deeper analysis of the data shows that human response is more highly correlated
to fractional-order representations of visual cues, rather than directly to objective engineering variables,
as is commonly proposed in human control models in the literature. These results are expected to underpin
future design developments in human-in-the-loop cyber-physical systems, for example, in semi-autonomous
highway driving.
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INDEX TERMS Human-in-the-loop systems, data-driven modeling, cyber-physical systems oriented con-
trol, fractional order control, vehicle automation.

I. INTRODUCTION16

A. BACKGROUND17

This paper revisits a fundamental control problem for human-18

in-the-loop Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [1] – how humans19

control the motion of machines via visual perception and20

neuromuscular response in Fig. 1. Part of the motivation for21

this work is the growing interest in the control of autonomous22

and semi-autonomous ground vehicles, in particular the need23

to ensure human-machine system performs safely and effec-24

tively on the one hand, and for automated vehicles to behave25

in ways that are predictable and acceptable to other human26

drivers [2]. There is of course a rich classical literature27

on the general topic, but the modeling and understanding28

of human neuromuscular dynamics has developed over the29

years [3] [4], as have the signal processing and optimization30

techniques available to perform diagnostic analysis of exper-31

imental results [5] [6].32

Traditionally in the literature on man-machine systems,33

humans are assumed to respond to objective machine output34

variables, which might be translational or angular displace-35

ments, ratios of such variables and their future predic-36

tions [7] [8], or visual field information derived from the37

focus of expansion generated by the motion of a vehicle [9]. 38

Until now, little attention has been given to the question of 39

how this variables are processed by the visual system and the 40

central nervous system prior to the generation of a response 41

action. Further, there has been little research into the manner 42

in whichmemories of these inputs are used in human control. 43

In this paper an in-depth analysis is made on both topics in 44

the context of a simple laboratory control task. 45

B. RELATED WORK 46

With the broader objective in mind, research conducted over 47

50 years ago is revisited in this paper, and in particular 48

McRuer’s Crossover (CO) model [10], perhaps the most 49

common example of a human control model, is taken as a 50

benchmark. The CO model (see Section II-B) describes how 51

humans adapt to different plants to elicit stable and effective 52

control responses. In this classical COmodel, the input is rep- 53

resented directly as a displacement error between a target and 54

a human-controlled follower. Similarly in [11], where another 55

class of models is formulated using optimal control theory, 56

the input to the human controller is represented as an objec- 57

tive ‘engineering’ variable. While optimal control methods 58
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are often effective at performing machine control, the link to59

human performance is not clear. The same difficulty is found60

in a more recent scheme for reproducing human-control61

performance: deep reinforcement learning [12]. By contrast,62

while the CO model only offers a good description of the63

human over a certain range of frequencies, it is simple and64

interpretable.65

In the area of driver modeling (i.e. human control of high-66

way vehicles, most specifically steering control) many tech-67

niques from control theory and human performancemodeling68

have been applied – for reviews of such models see [13], [14].69

Driver models can be broadly divided into those based on70

optimal control, e.g. [15], and those based on the feedback of71

error from previewed target points, e.g. [16]. Again, optimal72

control methods can achieve high quality tracking perfor-73

mance, but are not strongly connected to human performance.74

Examples include Macadam’s model [15] where the human75

is assumed to act as a linear optimal controller after a certain76

response delay, and that of Prokop [17] where the steering77

control task is formulated as a path optimization problem.78

Preview models can be divided into single and multi-79

ple point preview models according to their number of80

inputs [18]. For example, Kondo’s model uses a prediction81

of the lateral offset after a given preview time [16].82

Salvucci and Gray [19], on the other hand, proposed83

a model based on a two-point control strategy. Similar84

to this, the CO model was itself adapted to construct a85

virtual-driver [20].86

Further approaches have made use of neural net-87

works [21] or deep learning [22] to achieve human-level per-88

formance control. But, as with optimal control methods, such89

‘black box’ approaches do not provide much insight or infor-90

mation about the characteristics of human control. And in91

all the cited cases the model adopts objective ‘engineering92

variables’ as input and does not explicitly consider memory93

aspects, although some memory storage may be still present94

in these models as a byproduct of the modeling strategy.95

C. CONTRIBUTION96

The motivation for incorporating explicit memory model-97

ing and identification of memory-based variables in human-98

control comes from established neuroscience research; for99

example, humans are known to keep a saccadic record100

between tracking eye movements while observing their envi-101

ronment [23]. Models in neuroscience suggest that neurons102

can be modeled as integrators of past elements of infor-103

mation [24]. And the muscular system displays a memory104

component in its behavior too [4].105

It is widely known that the response of a system modeled106

by ordinary differential equations (equivalently, in the lin-107

ear case, modeled by transfer functions) to any given input108

is determined by a single vector of initial condition states.109

For instance, in a mechanical system, these are usually the110

generalized position and velocity variables that describe the111

available degrees of freedom. On the contrary, it seems natu-112

ral than human tracking behavior, and biological systems in113

general, elicit a response based on a series of past observa- 114

tions. In [25], the limitations of classical linear models for 115

the particular case of steering control are shown. 116

Thus a mathematical approach that explicitly includes 117

memory processes is motivated. With this purpose in mind, 118

the method of fractional calculus is considered, based on the 119

property that fractional derivatives add memory processes to 120

a dynamical system [26]; one example of modeling memory 121

with fractional calculus is its application to electronic com- 122

ponents [27] [28]. And to test out the relevance of fractional- 123

order dynamics to human control performance, experiments 124

are conducted on human tracking behavior for plants which 125

have the dynamic characteristics of fractional-order systems. 126

Further motivation for considering this approach is that frac- 127

tional operators introduce wider power law behavior into the 128

frequency spectrum of a system; for example it is known that 129

pink noise occurs naturally in biological systems [29]. 130

Hence, in the following work, a generalization of the CO 131

model has been introduced by analyzing human response to 132

plants of fractional-order, which we refer to as the Fractional 133

Crossover Model (FCO model). The intention is as follows: 134

(i) to test if humans can interact in a coherent way with 135

fractional-order plants; (ii) to formulate a generalization of 136

the CO model that accounts for memory behavior in the 137

system; (iii) to investigate potential sources of fractional- 138

ity or memory behavior in real man-machine systems; (iv) to 139

test whether humans can compensate for the fractionality 140

of a system and hence simplify the overall human-machine 141

dynamics; (v) to investigate whether fractional-order dynam- 142

ics are inherent within the human control; (vi) to introduce 143

the theory of fractional calculus to human-machine systems 144

and driver behavior modelers. 145

The paper is structured as follows: in Section II the required 146

mathematical background for this research is summarized 147

(the theory of fractional calculus and the CO model), while 148

in Section III the details of human performance experiments 149

and data collection are discussed. Then, in Sections IV and V 150

we perform in-depth data analysis to elicit the contributions 151

of memory and perception effects on control performance, 152

and finally, in Section VI the conclusions are outlined and 153

the potential implications of this research are discussed. 154

II. BACKGROUND 155

A. OVERVIEW OF FRACTIONAL CALCULUS FROM A 156

‘MEMORY’ PERSPECTIVE 157

1) THE FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL 158

OPERATOR 159

The Laplace transform of successive derivatives of a func- 160

tion Dnf (t) = f (n)(t), when the initial conditions are zero, 161

is known to be 162

L{Dnf (t)} = snF(s). (1) 163

For nested integrals D−nf (t) = ∫t0 dt1 ∫
t1
0 . . .

∫ tn−1
0 f (η) dη, 164

L{D−nf (t)} = F(s)/sn. (2) 165
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FIGURE 1. Conceptual diagram of the human-in-the-loop CPS studied. The human-operator interacts with a fractional order plant through physical
devices – joystick and steering wheel – and reacts to the present and past observations of a visual input. From a data-driven modeling approach,
by recording data from human subjects (Section III) a fractional order model is proposed (Section IV). Parts of this image are available under a creative
commons license CC BY 2.5 (source: Wikipedia).

From equations (1) and (2) it can be inferred that transfer166

functions, corresponding to derivative or integral operators,167

always yield a magnitude frequency response with a slope168

multiple of 20 dB/decade. The phase response is always169

a multiple of π/2 rad. Nevertheless, ‘colored’ noise with170

frequency spectrum 1/f α α ∈ (0, 2) seems to occur gen-171

erally in complex systems, particularly in human response.172

Measurements of mental noise and human tracking behavior173

have shown magnitude frequency responses with slopes that174

are not multiples of 20 dB/decade [26] [30].175

To represent this behavior, transfer functions with addi-176

tional terms can be used, although this results in having177

multiple additional free parameters to be fitted. Then there is178

the alternative of considering simple transfer functions with179

fractional exponents: sα for α ∈ R. From (1) and (2) it can be180

extrapolated that this is equivalent to employing non-integer181

powers of the differential operator:182

L{0D−αt f (t)} = F(s)/sα, α ∈ R. (3)183

In fact, as it is known that1 L{tα−1/0(α)} = 1/sα and by184

using the Convolution Theorem it is inferred that185

0D−αt f (t) = L−1{
1
sα
F(s)} =

1
0(α)

t∫
0

f (t)(t − x)α−1 dx. (4)186

Equation (5) coincides with the definition of the Riemann-187

Lioville fractional integral [26].188

189

Definition 1 (Riemann-Liouville Fractional Integral): If190

α ∈ R+ and f is a piecewise continuous function on the191

1Where 0(z) =
∫
∞

0 xz−1e−x dx is the gamma function which
generalizes the factorial operation to non-integer values – it satisfies
0(z) = (z− 1)0(z− 1) ∀z ∈ C \ {Z− ∪ {0}}.

interval (0,T ], with T ∈ R+, and f is integrable on the 192

interval [0,T ], then for t ∈ (0,T ] 193

0D−αt f (t) =
1

0(α)

t∫
0

f (t)(t − x)α−1 dx (5) 194

is the Riemann-Lioville fractional integral of order α at t . 195

To perform fractional differentiation of order ν > 0 it 196

is only needed to compose conventional differentiation with 197

fractional integration: 198

0Dνt f (t) = Ddνe{0D
ν−dνe
t f (t)}, (6) 199

where dxe represents the ceiling function. 200

There are different definitions of the fractional differential 201

operator [31] [32]. The most common are the Riemann- 202

Liouville and the Grünwald-Letnikov definitions, which are 203

equivalent to each other for smooth functions. The Riemann- 204

Lioville fractional operator displays clearly the non-locality 205

of the operator – even fractional differentiation is defined 206

through an integral – and its frequency spectrum character- 207

istics. The Grüwald-Letnikov fractional operator shows that 208

fractional differintegration can be expressed as the sum of a 209

time series. It follows from the expression to define classical 210

derivatives from backward differences, 211

Dnf (t) = lim
h→0

1
hn

n∑
m=0

(−1)m
(
n
m

)
f (t − mh), n ∈ N (7) 212

that can be extended to non-integer order of differentiation 213

and integration [33] by using the gamma function. 214
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Definition 2 (Grünwald-Letnikov Fractional Operator): 2215

0Dαt f (t) = lim
h→0

1
hα

t/h∑
m=0

0(m− α)
0(−α)m!

f (t − mh), α ∈ R\N. (8)216

Equation (8) can be approximated with its discretized217

counterpart:218

0D̃αt f (t) =
1
hα

t/h∑
m=0

0(m− α)
0(−α)m!

f (t − mh), α ∈ R\N. (9)219

The last expression, essentially a linear filter, displays clearly220

that the fractional operator is a weighted sum of past obser-221

vations and therefore it is an operator with memory. This222

is unlike the classical derivative which provides only local223

information. Thus the limits of integration (here 0 and t), must224

be specified also when applying fractional derivatives – left225

and right subscripts in (8). Equations (3) and (8) underlie the226

relationship between power spectrum slope and memory.227

There are other ways in which a dynamical system holds228

memory. The states of a system are memory variables them-229

selves, as well as transport delays. Memory can also be held230

in a dynamical system in a cumulativemanner, such as amean231

of previous states, an integrator, a Bayesian model [34] or a232

Kalman filter. This last approach has been considered in233

human control to design optimal control models [11]. How-234

ever, the fractional operator models memory in a more natural235

form: it considers a memory history of every past state which236

decays through time. The weights in (8) satisfy the property237

that recent states of the system are more relevant than older238

events. Besides, as fractional calculus is included within the239

framework of differential equations, it is a very practical way240

to include memory while modeling dynamics. In addition,241

a fractional operator characterizes its memory properties with242

only one parameter.243

2) APPROXIMATION ERROR OF FRACTIONAL DERIVATIVES244

It can be proved [33] that the discretization error when com-245

puting 0D̃αt f (t) satisfies
3

246

0Dαt f (t)− 0D̃αt f (t) = O(h). (10)247

The truncation error, by considering only a finite memory248

window of width L can be bounded as follows:249

|0Dαt f (t)− t−LDαt f (t)| ≤
ML−α

|0(1− α)|
(11)250

whereM is a bound for |f |. Equation (11) is referred to as the251

short-memory principle and encapsulates the idea that recent252

events are more relevant that distant ones. Thus by choosing253

L such that ML−α/|0(1− α)| ≈ h the total approximation254

error is O(h).255

2Generalized from (7) by using the property:
0(n − z)0(z − n + 1) = (−1)n0(−z)0(1 + z) for z ∈ C and n ∈ N. The
expression in the definition cannot be evaluated when α is a positive integer,
which corresponds to classical differentiation, because the gamma function
has a pole in every negative integer.

3For analytic functions.

3) FRACTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 256

From (3) an equivalence between fractional differential equa- 257

tions and transfer functions can be established. In particular 258

the following case is considered: 259

Y (s)
U (s)

=
K

sα (Ts+ 1)
260

m 261

T 0Dα+1t y(t)+ 0Dαt y(t) = Ku(t). (12) 262

Substituting (9) into (12) and reorganizing terms yields: 263

f (t) =
1

T + h

[
hα+1Ku(t)− T

t/h∑
m=1

0(m− α − 1)
0(−α − 1)m!

f (t − mh) 264

− h
t/h∑
m=1

0(m− α)
0(−α)m!

f (t − mh)
]
+O(h). (13) 265

By using (13) in a step-wise manner, equation (12) can be 266

numerically integrated with a local discretization error O(h). 267

While there exist higher order algorithms to approximate 268

fractional derivatives and for numerical integration of frac- 269

tional differential equations [32] [35], for use in human-in- 270

the-loop interactions and real time application the method in 271

Equation (13) seems to be the most appropriate. Also, there 272

is little risk of drift arising from any approximation error, 273

since the human operator is constantly canceling errors when 274

performing closed-loop control. 275

In the recent literature, the topic of fractional order control 276

has gained increasing attention, due to its capability to model 277

higher order behavior. For example, in [36] a fractional order 278

observer is considered to control fractional order plants, and 279

in [37] fractional PID controllers are employed to design rail 280

vehicle tilt controllers. 281

B. CROSSOVER MODEL 282

The CO model describes the combined action of a human 283

operator and a controlled plant within a restricted range of 284

frequencies. The model was deduced by recording responses 285

of human subjects to visually presented stimuli in single-loop 286

tracking tasks [38]–[40]. In the original experiments, human 287

subjects were requested to control a moving element in a 288

display by means of a control stick held between thumb and 289

forefinger. The position of themoving element represented an 290

error, which was induced by a quasi-random forcing function. 291

Test subjects were requested to minimize the error by moving 292

the controlled element towards a reference point in the center 293

of the display. The control actions that the human performs 294

over the moving element – with known dynamics given by 295

a chosen transfer function – places the human as a serial 296

element inside the control loop (Fig. 2a). 297

It was observed that the manipulative control actions of the 298

human operator are different for different transfer functions, 299

but the combined human-machine behavior is approximately 300

invariant. Thus the CO model exhibits a behavioral invariant 301

of the human in its effort to adapt to the plant, offering a 302

consistent human-machine behavior. What characterizes the 303
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FIGURE 2. Human-machine control loop as in the classical and the here
presented experiments for each display mode: (a) compensatory and
(b) pursuit.

human controller is its dexterity in different contexts. The304

model is expressed as a product of transfer functions for305

the combined human-machine system and is characterized306

by just two parameters: the crossover frequency ωc and a307

time constant τ , which represent the combined control gain308

and the effective time delay respectively. The effective time309

delay characterizes the sum of the neuromuscular lag and310

the transport delays of the system. The open-loop transfer311

function for the forward path in the CO model is312

Yh (s)Yp (s) =
ωce−τ s

s
, (14)313

where Yh represents the human operator and Yp the plant.314

As mentioned, ωc is both the crossover frequency and the315

system gain. The amplitude and phase response for the model316

are:317

A(ωf ) = 20(logωc − logωf ) dB. (15)318

8(ωf ) = −π/2− τωf rad. (16)319

One important aspect of the model is that it accurately320

represents human behavior only in the vicinity of ωc. But this321

is sufficient to ensure closed-loop stability and transient per-322

formance, via the gain and phase margins, i.e. via the open-323

loop responses in the vicinity of the crossover frequency.324

The CO model is a linear approximation of a system that is325

nonlinear and complex, at least in the human part. The error326

of approximation between the linear model and the recorded327

human output is called the remnant. This combination of328

linear part plus noisy remnant constitute the theory of quasi-329

linearmodels [7]. The COModel, since it was introduced, has330

been continuously used in human performance and control331

research, one example being its application to vehicle steering332

control [10] [41].333

C. MECHANISMS IN VISUAL MEMORY334

This section considers the question of which information the335

human-operator collects and responds to from the perceived336

visual input. Motion detection is one of the oldest acquired337

visual capacities; it is essential to make predictions while338

tracking a moving target. It would be unfeasible to detect 339

motion without some type of pre-filtering that compares 340

stimuli perceived at different instants. As a mechanism of 341

motion detection, it has been proposed to result from temporal 342

delay filtering [42]. Thus motion detection involves integra- 343

tion of past visually perceived inputs; it is a process with 344

memory. Besides motion detection, the following reported 345

mechanisms illustrate that memory processes are inherent in 346

the visual system: 347

1) TRANS-SACCADIC MEMORY 348

In the human eye, the fovea centralis provides the maximum 349

resolution of receptors within the retina, but this only spans 350

a field of view of 2-3 degrees. Consequently, the eye usually 351

moves actively and selectively to sample the surroundings. 352

Humans redirect their gaze about three times per second. 353

This allows for the different objects in the visual field to 354

be projected into the foveal region [43]. However, even if 355

vision consists of a chain of discrete actions, we perceive 356

the environment as a unified continuous image. It has been 357

verified that a trans-saccadic memory is retained during sac- 358

cadic periods. During each saccadic period visual perception 359

is temporarily halted and humans are basically blind [44]. 360

But changes in natural scenes during saccadic periods are 361

detected after the saccade [23]. As a result, even the initial 362

stages of visual perception involve some kind of memory. 363

2) LINEAR-NONLINEAR MODELS 364

Encoding models in neuroscience use linear filters to repre- 365

sent trains of neuron spikes produced by time-varying input 366

stimuli. In these models, the output firing rate is approx- 367

imated by a linear filter in time followed by a non-linear 368

transformation in cascade [24]. Although these models in 369

general don’t offer a direct relationship between biological 370

parameters and fitted parameters, the success in the approach 371

implies that neurons can be modeled as integrators of tempo- 372

ral information. Thus it can be inferred that visual response 373

is based on an aggregate of stimuli perceived at different 374

instants. 375

3) OCULOMOTOR NEURONS 376

In [3] it is proposed that the dynamics of motor and premo- 377

tor neurons in different oculomotor subsystems, which lead 378

to pursuit saccades, are of fractional nature. One particular 379

case is the vestibulo-oculomotor system, which counteracts 380

head rotation with eye rotation to maintain a steady image 381

in the visual field [45]. The fractional attributes of these 382

neurons suggest that there is a memory component in visual 383

tracking. 384

In view of the above, it seems reasonable to propose a 385

model which introduces memory effects via fractional-order 386

dynamics within the human control model – whereby the 387

human operator integrates past observations to produce a 388

response from a combination of visually perceived inputs 389

over a finite time-window. And to test and validate the pro- 390

posal, it is also appropriate to expand the dynamics of the 391

VOLUME 5, 2017 5
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plant being controlled to include the option for fractional-392

order dynamics.393

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND METHODS394

A. COMPENSATORY AND PURSUIT MODES395

Within the existing literature on human control, two similar396

control tasks are commonly tested: compensatory mode and397

pursuit mode [46] [47]. Both display modes are consid-398

ered in the following data collection experiments. The main399

difference between the modes is in the number of moving400

elements presented in the display. In compensatory mode,401

there is only one moving element in addition to one fixed402

reference point. The error e(t) is represented as the Euclidean403

distance between the moving and the fixed elements. The404

task of the human operator is to minimize e(t) by means of a405

control device, which allows them to generate an input to the406

plant – with transfer function Yp. The error is the difference407

between a quasi-random forcing function r(t) and the plant408

output m(t) (Fig. 2a). Hence, in compensatory mode only the409

relative error is seen by the human, who does not have direct410

access to the plant output. The position of the moving object411

results as the joint effect of the forcing function, the human412

response and Yp acting in closed-loop.413

In pursuit mode there are two moving elements. The ref-414

erence point now moves according to the forcing function415

r(t), and does not depend on the human manipulative control416

actions. The other moving element, controlled by the human,417

displays the plant output m(t). In this case neither one of the418

moving elements directly represents e(t), but the error is again419

perceived as the Euclidean distance between the two moving420

elements (Fig. 2b).421

B. HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP TRACKING EXPERIMENTS422

A number of human tracking experiments were recorded423

from ten subjects of mixed gender, whose ages spanned from424

22 to 33 years. In each of the experiments, four signals were425

recorded: the forcing function r(t), the plant output m(t),426

the error signal e(t) and the human response c(t) (Fig. 2).427

The controlled moving element was presented on a computer428

monitor as a circular solid dot, which varied in color for429

each plant considered, so that the subjects were aware of a430

change in the dynamics and thus the adaptation time was431

shortened. The reference point was displayed as a circle of432

slightly larger size and different color. Besides the two display433

modes, the tracking experiments were performed according434

to other variants: two different control devices (a joystick and435

a steering wheel) and five different plants.436

Each participant performed 4 experiments consisting of a437

round of 5 tracking ‘events’ of 90 s duration Table 1, each438

event with a different plant. The considered transfer func-439

tions for each plant are given in Equation (12) with α =440

0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5 (and T = 0.1). The order of the441

different plants was randomized for each subject. For each442

participant, half of the experiments were executed with a443

joystick and half with a steering wheel. Half of the subjects444

performed the joystick experiments in compensatory mode 445

and the steering wheel experiments in pursuit mode, while 446

this was reversed for the other half. After each round the 447

subjects were requested to rest. A training round of tests, 448

which were not recorded, was performed prior to the actual 449

tests in order to habituate the participants to the experimental 450

setup. 451

The forcing function r(t) was composed of a sum of sinu- 452

soids with a range of frequencies fk = 0.01− 20 Hz: 453

r(t) =
∑

fk∈{0.01,0.02,...,20}

e−4fk sin(fk · 2π t − ϕk ) (17) 454

where ϕk ∈ [−π, π] is a randomized phase for each sum- 455

mation term. With this choice, the amplitude is negligible 456

for frequencies outside of the range where a human-operator 457

can perform adequate control. The choice of quasi-random 458

forcing functions was based on the knowledge that humans 459

find it difficult to perform adequate tracking when the forcing 460

frequencies are greater than approximately 1 Hz [48]. 461

The experimental data was sampled at 100 Hz. For each 462

of the 90 s events, the initial 20 s were excluded, in case the 463

subjects were adapting to the new plant dynamics. Another 464

reason to exclude these initial data is to allow the fractional 465

operators to populate their internal memory. Similarly the 466

final 10 s were excluded, as during that time the forcing func- 467

tion was gradually returned to zero, to minimize discontinuity 468

during a change in plant dynamics. Thus from each event, 469

only 60 s of data are analyzed. 470

In nine of the recorded events it was observed that the 471

magnitude of the frequency response (in dB) remains neg- 472

ative; hence no crossover frequency could be determined. 473

Since these events do not reflect the normal characteristics 474

of the human operator described by the CO model, they 475

were regarded as non-representative and hence discarded 476

from further analysis. The anomaly of these events may have 477

been caused by different levels of attention or fatigue during 478

the tests, though no systematic pattern of occurrence was 479

noticeable. 480

IV. FRACTIONAL CROSSOVER MODEL (FCO MODEL) 481

A. MODEL DESCRIPTION 482

Firstly, the question of whether the human operator is 483

able to interact and control fractional-order plants is exam- 484

ined. By fitting the CO model with the recorded data 485

(Section III-B) corresponding to non-fractional (α = 1) 486

and fractional-order plants (α 6= 1), it is shown that the 487

invariance property of the CO model does not hold in the 488

fractional case; the recorded event data corresponding to 489

fractional order plants do not display the characteristic slope 490

of −20 dB/decade of the CO model. An initial examination 491

(Fig. 3) of a representative set of event data exhibits that the 492

slope and phase conditions (15), (16) are no longer satisfied. 493

By analyzing the particular cases the following pattern is 494

observed [26]: 495

- For α = 1 the classical COmodel is consistently verified 496

as described in [38] (Fig. 3b). 497
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TABLE 1. Summarized experimental and data analysis parameters.
(?) The frequencies of the forcing function are spaced every 0.01 Hz. Note
that the frequencies are weighted so that they are only effective up to
0.5 Hz (17). The remaining frequency values are added to simulate noise
in the system.

TABLE 2. Average of the mean square error (MSE) for the recorded events
between the frequency response in the data and each fitted model.

- Forα < 1 the slope of the frequency responsemagnitude498

is greater than the −20 dB/decade predicted by the CO499

model. Besides, there is an additional positive constant500

shift in phase (Fig. 3a).501

- Forα > 1 the slope of the frequency responsemagnitude502

is less than the predicted −20dB/decade. In this case503

there is an additional negative constant shift in phase504

(Fig. 3c).505

In light of the above, a generalization of the CO model is506

proposed – the FCO model:507

Y λh (s)Y
α
p (s) =

(ωc)λe−τ s

sλ
. (18)508

Themodel includes an additional parameter λ that reproduces509

the pattern described. Y λh (s) is the human transfer function510

and Y αp (s) = K/sα(Ts+ 1) is the plant. The amplitude and511

phase response for the FCO model are:512

Aλ(ωf ) = 20λ(logωc − logωf ) dB. (19)513

8λ(ωf ) = −π/2λ− τωf rad. (20)514

B. MODEL VALIDATION AND DEPENDENCE OF515

PARAMETERS516

Comparing the results between the two models for different517

values of α, it is observed that the FCO model significantly518

FIGURE 3. Frequency responses fitted to the classical CO model and the
FCO model for three sample events (using the steering wheel and in
pursuit mode). Plant transfer functions: (a) α = 0.5, (b) α = 1 and
(c) α = 1.5.

improves the fit (Table 2). The FCO model reduces the MSE 519

by 38% for magnitude and 62% for phase. 520

The new parameter λ exhibits an approximate linear rela- 521

tionship with respect to α. In Fig. 4 the distributions of λ are 522

fitted independently for each event and grouped according 523

to α. The relationship is estimated by fitting a linear trend 524
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FIGURE 4. Distribution of the parameter λ, for all the events, and for each
plant with their corresponding box plots. The limits of the boxes denote
the 25% (q1) and 75% (q3) percentiles. The whiskers have a maximum
length of 1.5 the interquartile difference (q3 − q1). Outside of this range
the values are regarded as outliers. The median values are fitted with a
dashed line.

to the median values for each fractional plant:525

λ = mα + c ≈ mγ + 1 (21)526

and values m = 0.31, c = 0.72 are obtained. It is convenient527

to define γ := α−1 as a measure of how far the plant is from528

a non-fractional model – we may call this the fractionality of529

the plant. Accordingly, for these particular values of m and c,530

the FCO model can be rewritten as:531

Y γh (s)
K

s1+γ (Ts+ 1)
=

(ωc)mγ+1e−τ s

smγ+1
(22)532

and hence, the response of the human operator is given by533

Y γh (s) = K−1(ωc)mγ+1sγ (1−m)(Ts+ 1)e−τ s. (23)534

The result m ≈ 0.3 can be interpreted as follows: on aver-535

age the human operator is able to compensate for about536

70% the fractionality of the combined human-machine sys-537

tem. The compensation is represented in the model of the538

human (23) by an additional factor ωmγc sγ (1−m), not present539

in the CO model. Hence, the FCO model offers a suitable540

generalization of the classical CO model, describing human541

control of a wider category of plants. Thesemay include com-542

plex and nonlinear plants or plants with hysteresis effects, and543

where a fractional order approximation can be determined544

(see for example Section V-A below).With the given data it is545

only possible to speculate about what may happen by further546

increasing the fractionality towards α = 2. It seems natural547

that only the difference from α to the nearest integer order is548

relevant.549

The frequency range of validity of the CO model is not550

reported in the classical literature [38], as it is dependent551

of the forcing function, the human response characteristics,552

the control device and the controlled plant. For the presented553

setup, it is observed that the CO and the FCO models are554

generally valid on the frequency range of 0.05-0.5 Hz.555

FIGURE 5. Comparison of the effective time delay for the two tested
control devices: joystick and steering wheel. The human operator is able
to produce a quicker response with the joystick. The median values are
0.275 s and 0.34 s for the joystick and the steering wheel respectively.

C. STEERING WHEEL CONTROL 556

Concerning the applicability of the presented work to steering 557

wheel control, longer neuromuscular lags are obtained with 558

the steering wheel than with the joystick (Fig. 5); steering 559

wheel control involves a higher participation of the mus- 560

culoskeletal system. Nevertheless, the median MSE for the 561

recorded events are very similar: 0.091 and 0.138 for the 562

joystick and the steering wheel respectively. On the other 563

hand, regarding the control of ground vehicles, the steer- 564

ing ratio in the steering system of a conventional vehicle 565

(typically around 16:1) implies that steering wheel con- 566

trol provides superior directional precision compared to a 567

joystick. For example, in [49] it is reported that the tracking 568

performance is superior with a steering wheel than with a 569

joystick for normal driving, but equivalent in crash avoidance 570

maneuvers.While joystick control can yield a faster response, 571

it is too sensitive to allow an intermittently-active driving 572

attendance; it demands constant and quick readjustments. 573

D. DISCUSSION 574

It is known that the crossover frequency is larger for more 575

skilled operators [26] [40]. Higher values of ωc mean that 576

stable tracking occurs across a higher frequency range. For 577

example, lower control gains have been reported for ine- 578

briated drivers [50]. Examining the fitted values of ωc for 579

every α (Fig. 6), smaller values are observed in fractional- 580

order plants. In particular ωc seems smaller for larger |γ |, 581

especially for higher order plants. Additionally, for α > 1, 582

the variability between the different events is seen to be 583

smaller. This suggests that fractional-order plants are more 584

difficult to control, and while for some events subjects were 585

able to achieve relatively larger values of ωc when α < 1, 586

for α > 1 the crossover frequency is consistently smaller; the 587

degree of difficulty in a tracking task also increases with the 588

order of the plant. 589
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FIGURE 6. Distribution of the fitted ωc values for all the studied events
and for each plant. Smaller values of ωc are generally observed for
fractional plants (α 6= 1), specially for the higher order ones.

FIGURE 7. Distribution of the fitted effective time delay values τ for all
the studied events and for each plant type. τ increases along with the
order of the plant, especially for α > 1.

Interestingly, while for α < 1 the crossover frequency is590

smaller than for the non-fractional plant (α = 1), the neu-591

romuscular lag is very similar (Fig. 7). This indicates that,592

even when the subjects operate at lower bandwidth when593

controlling fractional-order plants, for α < 1 the values of τ594

are similar to those in the non-fractional case. It may be that595

subjects are able to use the memory in the system to predict596

its behavior in the lower fractional order cases.597

This is further supported by the fact that almost identical598

performance is found for α < 1 and for α = 1 – Fig. 8.599

On the other hand, the higher order plants (α > 1) result in600

a higher error e(t) = r(t)− m(t). For α = 1.5 the variability601

in the data is significantly higher, which suggests that not all602

the subjects were able to fully adapt to the plant during the603

course of the tests.604

The simplicity of the CO model relies on the fact that605

it depends on just two parameters (ωc and τ ), which have606

FIGURE 8. MSE of e(t) for the events tabulated according to α. The
performance is lower for the higher order plants and equivalent for lower
order plants.

an intuitive interpretation. The FCO model adds just one 607

additional parameter: the fractional exponent of the combined 608

human-machine system (λ). λ is therefore related to the 609

memory in the whole system. Besides, λ also has an intuitive 610

meaning: it determines the slope of the frequency spectrum 611

and the added phase offset. Because λ depends on the plant, 612

which in most cases will be known, the FCO model can still 613

be considered a two parameter model. 614

Since fractional derivatives lie between two integer order 615

derivatives, the results for α < 1 suggest that humans can 616

effectively combine information with different levels of dif- 617

ferentiation. This is equivalent to combining input variables 618

such as position and velocity or velocity and acceleration, and 619

suggests it is possible for humans to respond to such com- 620

posite variables, rather than directly to ordinary ‘engineering 621

variables’. This motivates the further analysis of Section V. 622

V. SOURCES OF FRACTIONALITY IN HUMAN-MACHINE 623

SYSTEMS 624

Real-world plants should be uncomplicated to control, so lev- 625

els of fractionality are likely to be low for most systems [51]. 626

Nevertheless, the possible sources of fractionality in real- 627

world man-machine systems are analyzed in this section 628

by considering the various subsystems. In particular, as the 629

motivation behind this research is its potential application to 630

characterizing driver behavior, the case in which the plant is 631

a ground vehicle is principally considered. Further, the possi- 632

bility that human operators themselves introduce fractionality 633

in the man-machine control loop is also studied. 634

A. PLANT DYNAMICS 635

To test the extent to which vehicle response can be considered 636

fractional, the parameters of a fractional linear bicycle model 637

were fitted with data obtained by running a simulation with 638

CarMaker R© [52], a high fidelity simulation tool used exten- 639

sively in the industry. Details on the derivation of a fractional 640
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FIGURE 9. Relative errors eB and eR from (28a) and (28b) vs. the
fractional parameter µ. Each point corresponds to a member of the
Pareto frontier, which contains the potential optimal solution alternatives
yielded by the optimization algorithm. The two curves intersect at
µ ≈ 0.987 with eB = eR ≈ 0.154.

bicycle model, data recording and the optimization process641

can be found in the appendix.642

A multi-objective optimization process was employed to643

fit the parameters of a linear bicycle model with additional644

fractional dynamics. The model consisted of two dynamical645

equations: one equation for the body slip angle and the other646

for the yaw rate of the vehicle. Two objective functions, eB647

and eR, represent the relative error between the simulated data648

and each of the equations. The fractionality was introduced649

in the model with an additional parameter µ. The optimized650

values of the Pareto frontier are displayed in Fig. 9. The fitted651

parameters show that the fractional bicycle model is very near652

to the non-fractional case (µ = 1) with µ = 0.987, although653

the fractional model fits better the transient phase in the step654

response (see appendix). According to this analysis, ground655

vehicles may introduce a certain degree of fractionality in656

the human-machine system, but not to the same degree as in657

the experiments of Section IV. This fractionality is likely to658

derive from the elasto-kinematics of the tyre, the steering sys-659

tem or the suspension systems, and may be more significant660

for heavy vehicles or for vehicles driven off-road.661

B. HUMAN-OPERATOR DYNAMICS662

Section II-C suggested two mechanisms involved in visual663

perception that can imply fractionality within the human664

operator: trans-saccadic memory and vestibulo-oculomotor665

neurons. Regarding the first, it has been reported that the666

duration of a saccade is generally less than 100 ms [53]. This667

gives an approximation of thememory integration time of this668

process.669

There is another way in which the visual system may670

introduce fractionality: perceived visual inputs are processed671

in different parts of the brain via a complex network of feed-672

forward and feedback connections [54]. The neural visual673

pathway displays a peak in activation before anymotor output674

FIGURE 10. Relationship between the order of the plant (12) and the
fractional-order ν that brings maximal correlation between 0Dνt e(t) and
c(t) for the recorded events.

is performed [55]; neural processing of a perceived image 675

until identification can take around 150 ms. Thus visual 676

processing has a memory integration time comparable to that 677

of the duration of a saccade. 678

Here the possibility that visual processing of the tracking 679

error can be modeled with a fractional operator is considered 680

For the 200 recorded events, a genetic algorithm was run that 681

maximizes the correlation between 0Dνt e(t), the fractional 682

derivative or integral of e(t), and c(t), the human operator 683

manipulative control actions, by varying ν (Fig. 10). Through 684

this method, it is inferred that the human operator response 685

displays greater correlation to a delayed fractional error vari- 686

able, rather than to an integer power of the differential opera- 687

tor; the time delay having been separately estimated by fitting 688

the CO model to the data [26]. In the analysis, the median 689

correlation was shown to increase from 0.758 to 0.816, when 690

the fractional operator was added. 691

Further, the fractional error variable relates to the fraction- 692

ality of the plant through an approximate linear relationship: 693

ν = nα + d1 ≡ nγ + d2 (24) 694

with n = 0.56, d1 = −0.40 and d2 = 0.16. 695

This result provides indirect evidence for fractionality in 696

the human controller. Our interpretation is that the human 697

operator responds to visually interpreted information with 698

some level of fractionality, and that visual inputs for the 699

tracking task can be modeled as a linear filter that takes into 700

account sampled past observations (8) (Fig. 11). 701

C. DISCUSSION 702

Taking as benchmarks the CO model and the FCO model 703

and the classical literature, it can be concluded that the over- 704

all human control response for non-fractional order plants 705

is itself non-fractional. But human responses appear more 706

highly correlated to fractionally integrated visual informa- 707

tion. Further, in Section IV it was shown that humans are 708
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FIGURE 11. Suggested scheme by the analysis in the recorded data: The
human-operator responds to an error variable that can be modeled with
a fractional operator. The human operator compensates to produce a
non-fractional response c(t) – when interacting with non-fractional
plants – according the the FCO model.

able to reduce the fractionality of the whole human-machine709

system in about 70%. Considering that most real-world plants710

are non-fractional, this raises the question of why humans711

possess any skill to control and compensate fractional order712

plants. One explanation is that visual perception, muscular713

dynamics and the central nervous system contain memory714

aspects that can be described as a fractional process, and715

human neuromuscular responses can be characterized as a716

process that compensates this fractionality, yielding a non-717

fractional response. In order to interact with a non-fractional718

plant, the most convenient approach for the operator is to719

produce a non-fractional manipulative action. A mechanism720

of fractional compensation has previously been proposed for721

vestibulo-oculomotor neurons; in [3] it is contemplated that722

the fractional dynamics of motor neurons compensates the723

fractional dynamics of the eye. From the analysis presented724

here, a mechanism of fractional compensation is the most725

plausible explanation.726

The mechanism of fractional compensation can occur in a727

number of different ways. One possibility is that it occurs in728

the muscular system. Fractional-order dynamics seem to be729

general in the muscular system [4] [56]. The musculoskele-730

tal system is composed of viscoelastic polymers, which are731

known to be well modeled by fractional dynamics. In [25]732

the plausibility of driver steering control to be character-733

ized by intermittent asymmetrical pulses was demonstrated.734

However, human steering output recordings appear to be735

smooth. The fractional aspects of the motor system can736

explain the transition between discrete pulses and smooth737

steering response. Regarding the fractional compensation,738

another possibility is that it occurs during the visual pro-739

cessing stage. However, without a complementary analysis of740

neural recordings the exact process of compensation cannot741

be fully characterized.742

VI. CONCLUSIONS743

The research presented in this paper is motivated towards the744

formulation of biofidelic human-control models, for example745

in the control of ground vehicles. This paper has examined746

the characteristics of human control, in the presence of frac-747

tional order dynamics. The investigation was conducted by748

analyzing the closed-loop control actions of humans (data-749

driven modeling) to track the response of various plants – of750

fractional and non-fractional order – subject to quasi-random751

disturbances.752

It was first shown that the classical Crossover (CO) model 753

does not perform satisfactorily when fractional-order plants 754

are considered. A generalization of this model, the Fractional 755

Crossover (FCO) model, was proposed and validated with 756

human data. For the case when the plant is non-fractional, 757

the FCO model coincides with the CO model. The FCO 758

model shows that humans can compensate for fractionality 759

in the controlled plant. Further, strongest correlations were 760

observed between the human response and a fractional deriva- 761

tive of the input error; and the order of the optimal fractional 762

operator, was seen to depend on the order of the plant through 763

an approximately linear relationship. 764

These findings lead the authors to advance a series of 765

plausible conjectures regarding human-control; it is proposed 766

the hypothesis that visual cues in tracking tasks are com- 767

posite motion variables, that can be represented by frac- 768

tional derivatives of the standard engineering variables. In 769

addition, the approximated but consistent linear relationships 770

observed, are hypothetized to be the result of the adaptation 771

by the human operator, providing evidence of inherent frac- 772

tionality within the human controller. The resulting hypoth- 773

esis is that humans integrate spatio-temporal visual informa- 774

tion to determine the required response, and this effect can be 775

represented with fractional variables. 776

The research has clearly shown that humans compensate 777

for fractional order dynamics, at least partially. One possible 778

interpretation is that visual perception and neuromuscular 779

dynamics have the characteristics of a fractional-order pro- 780

cess, and further visual processing or muscular response can 781

reduce the associated fractionality. Perhaps this is the under- 782

lying basis for the fractional order compensation seen in the 783

test results. 784

The results here presented have been tested on a par- 785

ticular type of plant, thus cannot be generalized to every 786

human-control setting. But the fact that they coincide with 787

the CO model for the non-fractional case suggests that the 788

experimental approach is correct. 789

One difficulty in this proposition is the unfeasibility in 790

determining the exact location of the fractionality in the 791

system, simply by analyzing the motor response of the 792

human. Thus several potential sources of fractionality were 793

considered. As exemplified by the handling dynamics of a 794

ground vehicle, real world plants have very low levels of 795

fractionality. 796

In real-world control problems, the visual stimulus is more 797

complex than a single moving dot. In this article, the biologi- 798

cal or optical aspects of visual perception have been intention- 799

ally set aside, so that patterns in data are more conveniently 800

identified. Future research is to be aimed towards the design 801

of biofidelic human-control models which do include more 802

realistic visual stimuli, in particular the road scene used for 803

the steering control in ground vehicles. This will aid the 804

development of effective shared-control systems and cyber- 805

physical systems, for example in the vehicle industry. More- 806

over, suchmodels may provide insights to guide neuroscience 807

about the functional performance of the central nervous sys- 808
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FIGURE 12. Ground vehicle simulation representing the characteristics of
a Toyota Camry 2006 with a band limited random steering angle, in a
straight road.

TABLE 3. Mathematical symbols, variables and parameters.

tem, and so complement research at the neural level, e.g using809

fMRI or EEG data.810

APPENDIX811

FRACTIONAL MODELING OF A VEHICLE812

To estimate the level of fractionality in a complex road vehi-813

cle, as modeled by a simple fractional order system, data was814

obtained by running a simulation in CarMaker R© in Fig. 12.815

The simulation represented a Toyota Camry 2006 vehicle816

FIGURE 13. Step response for the optimized solution for (27) with µ = 1
(non-fractional), µ = 0.987 and for the CarMaker R© simulation setup:
(a) body slip angle and (b) yaw rate. While the transient is slightly
different for µ 6= 1 – more overshoot is present in fractional case – the
steady state response is very similar for both models. The step input is of
δf = 0.05 rad.

with a band limited random steering angle, in a straight road 817

of non-limiting width. The recorded signals were the body 818

slip angle β(t) and the yaw rate r(t). The data were sampled 819

at 50 Hz and the signal had a duration of 100 min. 820

The parameters of a linear bicycle model – and of a frac- 821

tional version of this model – were fitted with the data. The 822

considered bicycle model (from [57]) is: 823[
β̇

ṙ

]
=−

[
L0/MU 1+ L1/MU2

L1/I L2/IU

][
β

r

]
+

[
Cαf /MU
lf Cαf /I

]
δf 824

(25) 825

with 826
L0 = Cαf + Cαr
L1 = lf Cαf + lrCαr
L2 = l2f Cαf + l

2
rCαr

(26) 827

and where Cαf and Cαr are the axle cornering stiffness for 828

the front and rear axle respectively, M is the mass of the 829
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vehicle, U the speed – which was chosen to be constant at830

100 km/h, lf and lr are the distances from the center of gravity831

of the vehicle to the front and rear axle respectively, I the yaw832

moment of inertia and δf the front steering angle. A fractional833

version of the model can be rewritten as a transfer function834

with an additional parameter µ:835 [
B
R

]
=

 Cαf (IUsµ−Mlf U2
+L2−L1lf )

IMU2s2µ+(IL0U+L2MU )sµ+L0L2−L21−L1MU
2

Cαf U (MUlf sµ+L0lf−L1)
IMU2s2µ+(IL0U+L2MU )sµ+L0L2−L21−L1MU

2

1f836

(27)837

where L{β(t)} = B(s), L{r(t)} = R(s) and L{δf (t)} = 1f (s).838

For µ = 1 (27) is identical to (25).839

A multi-objective optimization process through a genetic840

algorithm is used with a grey-box modeling approach: It is841

pre-assumed some knowledge about the data – it follows842

approximately (27) with known M , U , lf , lr and I – but as843

Cαf andCαr are more difficult to approximate experimentally844

and µ is unknown, the genetic algorithm will fit L0, L1,845

L2, Cαf and µ. The bidimensional objective function for the846

optimization process is:847

eB =

√√√√ 1
N

2 Hz∑
ω=0.1

∣∣∣ B̂(jω)− B(jω)
B(jω)

∣∣∣2 (28a)848

eR =

√√√√ 1
N

2 Hz∑
ω=0.1

∣∣∣ R̂(jω)− R(jω)
R(jω)

∣∣∣2 (28b)849

where B̂ and R̂ are the estimates of the frequency response of850

(27) andN the number of samples in the range 0.1-2 Hz. Thus851

the objective function is dimensionless. The step responses852

for each system are very similar, although the fractional853

model offers a better fit during the transient phase (Fig. 13).854

Both models present a less precise fit of the steady state855

response, possibly due to effects introduced by the steering856

compliance, which the bicycle model does not replicate.857
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